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Three Poems

Laura Flora
Wednesday Night
First Place Poetry

Popcorn snug, I sit
•
between the resting arms of my parents.
My ostrich head burrows
resilient blue vinyl.
Foot tapping "I'm a little teapot"
on the dash.
Through the windshield I see
the towering screen of
The Driv~n .
Bell skirt base of antebellum gray
bodice screen of ivory white
seams sewn with black bolts
ringed by embroidered rust
and dew glued firefly sequins.
Backdrop of green rolling hills are topped
by towheaded corn armies surrounding
the weather stripped barn where
the sun ·beds down.
Lights streams from its cracks
intense in dying.
Threatening to explode
door hinges. Mother opens
the window, reaches for the speaker hanging
from a green post. Dad buys
soda from the cracker box snack booth
whose light bulbs ooze
yellow grease
and butter.
He smoothes a crinkled five dollar
bill against his palm
soaking it up.
Mother tissue wipes
my chin to catch dribbles,
while the speaker sputters
broken lines.

Mended Ring
My father's wedding ring spins
loosely on my thumb.
Light pets gold tone, runs
up and down
the valleys of nicks.
His first promise t9 my mother, cut
from his hand.
Rubbing, I feel
the jeweler's mending seam. Thinner
from the melting.
Making it whole.
It is too big for my fingers.
Twigs in a hula-hoop.
I fit my body through it.
Encircling me,
Fortress and cage.
Drawing warmth, remaining
cold.
Hinting scar worm answers.
Laughing bright color.
I roll it from thumb to finger
trap it in my palm.
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Saturday
Spinning on the vinyl throne, listening
to scissor snips punctuate
TV's blare.
I watch bits of my hair die,
frost frozen worms
on my plastic paisley cape. Curling
onto themselves. TV carny is hocking
baking soda and bleach. I roll
hair snippets between my fingers. In rotten wood
grace they splinter. Clinging
like yesterday's scent to my thumb grooves.
The Bell over the door pings.
A tired gray Rawleigh Man wants to know
how we like our combs
what cuts grease on the Aoor. I wonder
if Jehovah's Witnesses shoot
road signs with BB guns.
Gray Guy slouches out the door
sighing over a case still heavy.
Hot hair dryer breeze lashes my mutilated locks. Brushing
plows them into subdued place.
With the snap of my cape, I am dethroned.
Samson ian pride is piled into the trash.
I make my eight dollar exit.

Four Poems

William Shane
a.k.a. Shane Reynolds

the red space
Second Place Poetry

I ran from you in the yellow summer
decided there was meaning behind our fevers,
the allowance of waste,
drinking all the evidence
in the moments between the war
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drugged out
something about control that promises
us like this
that push words together
into eating disorders
into purplish-white knuckles
our jaws in a fist
rubber
from squeezing teethinto the hospital.
I stood in the waiting room
held by posters, magazines, cancer patients
fishy people like flimsy knives
cut deep mean holes from all this insulation
outside I can smoke a cigarette
burn the photographs of you scratching your eyes
picture of the blue verve
itching your belly
curled body folded-up in the kitchen
the piss leaking out of your head.
It was february in me again
memory occurs
with you, the girl in front of the kerosene heater
eyes crowded with
me bending down
drooling over the shimmer of red space
I drank from you
I swallowed your menstrual blood
on the couch,
the gravity of acceptance
the warmth I had imagined
in childhood
spilled out in my mouth.
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larva
When the wet paper was passed out
in the classroom
we would pull it to our noses
take in the white odor,
the myth of the paper buzz
would jerk our cereal box minds from the school.
I would pretend
the Elementary cerebrum
ripped in two by this smell
how it could divide each tree
that pushed from recess into the playground corners,
in the fall when stripped naked against the brick building,
the garbage outside that vomited through the windows
would clothe me with a gross force-field
to keep girls away.
I could understand the reason of exploding bells
to organize time,
the swings that shuttled us into the sky
on their black seat hard rubber smiles
connected to a chain,
the way we could balance ourselves
on the monkey bars and talk,
the life size picture of Nancy Reagan
in the hallways telling us not to do drugs
and the stale glory of the American anthem deposited through
crackling black speakers,
the triangle shaped plates in the lunch room with silver forks
that bent over peanut-butter squares
the urine ponds that pulled us into
different directions of the restroom,
the wooden paddles covered with blue ink initials
and pain,
the waiting for the janitors to clean
the green powder magic stuff from the stairs,
and the way I could disappear into the teacher's lounge
to fingerbang the coke machine
for extra dimes.
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Mother as bird
My mother
already knows about the Wal-Mart mentality
about the guitar chiseled faces
and the plastic installed breasts
the flannel acid Ruffed television people pulling
away from themselves in the no fear world.
She knows
that I cling onto the living
my arms outstretched as if falling from a hug,
the eating in between, bedrooms
collapse, all missing, into one another.
When I saw her at the hospital
in '91
sneaking in breaths
how she would feel to break in a new body
with the way things are
made her giggle.
I closed both of my hands over each
of her purple ankles
and told my mother that she would have feathers.
Pointed beak
shooting out of the morning nausea
the light subtracts from the porcelain bird
I stand there outside of my home
the winter knives, the summer blanket,
the tinfoil in my throat,
I am skinny like her in my front yard;
what body is this, what street name, what address?
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Phone Conversation
I have the coolest ouija
board on the planet, from a garage sale
I have this friend-she's not really a friendbut anyway, she was a medium
me and Missy went to a palm reader
said my x was evilif I was a year from graduating I'd be gung-ho
I swear
But when I got back I'll be starting all overGod ! four years-God!
Taffy our dog-if big brother could talkhe got eaten by maggotsbut when he died, I didn't cry for two years-The fourth dream night he came to my windowcertain peace was made.
They buried him in a garbage bag1wasn't there-I was fifteen.
The pathway kids come out and they're like
ugh, uh, ugh, owl!
We kept hearing a whirling slavery kind of music
war horns or something.
We need a round braided carpet for the kitchen,
He's got sharp claws and sharp teeth
it hurts,
he has a curl to his tailhe gets down on his belly and crawls across the Aoor1like him-He pees outside-he's a person I swear, he's a person
he's got good eyes,
I think it's Taffy come back from the dead.
Oh my God! she took her cat to yoga classes.
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Three Poems

K.M. McCann
THE CORPORA DELICTI:
Geneses
Honoroble Mention Poetry

"Do I dare disturb the universe!"
Do I chance to discover the truth!
Do I dare!
Do I dare!
Do I dare discover the truth about chance
Do I chance to discover the truth about truth
Do I dare!
Do I dare!
I do. I dare. Do you? I do ...

i..
Come down here and open your eyes.
No need to wait for a "coming out"
you've already come.
You've come out.
There is no right time to come here.
There is no wrong time to come here.
There is no time-only the inevitable to fear.
"If there is no time will I not die?"
Einstein shrugs and sighs.
"But why am I?"
Einstein withered and died,
and .. . "won't I?"
ii.
"No dear, you won't die."
"But mommy even doggies die-won't I?"
"All little children go to heaven, dear."
"But mommy, not die now, but in twenty years"
In twenty years
In twenty years
"will I go to heaven in twenty years?"
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Mommy shrugs and cries
"Well . . . won't I?"
Mommy smiles and lies
and . . . won't I?
In twenty years
won't I smile and lie
won't I shrug and cry
In twenty years ...
won't I?
iii.
Come back down here and hear with your ears
No need to soy what you won't understand
you will
you will understand
I've taught you to seeso you con understand
you con-Now Hear:
There is no right colour of flesh
There is no wrong colour of flesh
There is no colour-only blank light in our eyes
"If there is no colour what do I see
when I see green?"
You see greed
you see greed when you see green
we both see greed when we use our
eyes to see.
Our eyes--olone-will always just see green.
"I don't like to see."
The blind man shrugs and sighs,
"Even I see. Even I see green."
The blind man cries
The blind man cries with his blind eyes
Eyes without sight, yet
the blind man con cry.
"He hears!"
"He hears!"
He cries with his ears.
The blind man, you, and I hear ...
and cry . . . and fear.
We fear-we see-we hear.
9

Velvet Puppets
Strings dangling to touch the stage,
swinging back from east to west.
Velvet downed bows tied to ends of some;
others naked, bare ended pendulums.
A breeze blows from the east,
a chilled, stifled, post-filtered breeze.
Strings on all sides curl their strands
to fit a style of fashioned convention.
Wave on to the east, ye dangling bow strings,
enveloped in velour coats and preaching
the good day. Sign for the walking dead
who stand in red streets; tell the naked a sad
tale of revolutionary struggle. Let us
sing to the east wind our sugared molds
of meaning and hypnotic freedom chants.
Though, dare not scrape these threads on the crimson
pavement, nor sit too long listening to the pained
wind wail. The chilled east breezes can sicken
and the flooded streets may stain our purple bow.
Reflect, instead, on the westward sound of snow.
Hear the pattering of soft white blanketing
the suburban glaciers. Apathetic swings
our patriot puppet strings sustain-WE, the sinuous
marionettes with pretty words that choke and maim.
The bare bottomed strands heed our venal chants.
They hear, sigh, and writhe in guttered throngs.
Let us listen to the wistful howls shooting from their
divided lips. Listen, but take caution not to wonder:
Do those who hang gaunt speak sweetened words?
Are their streets ravished by saccharine concern?
Instead, we will swing on in extrinsic velvet thoughts, and
bring nothing concrete into our decaying Potemkin vaults.
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Evolution of Onion
I saw a smooth bulb wrapped in brown
paper-fine skin.
I could see the worn ends curling upward
away from the bulb.
"Will the skin stay?
Will it peel?" I wondered.
"How many layers must there be?"
I looked in on the bulb daily to see
if the skin remained.
Day by day pieces of paper dust gathered
round the bulb.
One day I looked in and noticed an entire
layer had been shed.
"Did I fail to see this would happen?
Did I fail to realize the curls were bending?" I wondered.
"How many layers must there be?"
I stood over the bulb and examined it.
The paper dust was deep.
The shed layer cupped the bulb and stretched its
papered arms upward.
It was a beautiful sight I saw that day.
The first layer of skin holding on to the paper
dust, a shiny new layer beginning to fold
backward, the freshness ...
A beautiful sight.
"How long will it take before the next layer folds?
How long will the skin stay fresh?" I wondered .
"How many layers will there be?"
Day by day I would glance in at the bulb.
Day by day paper dust gathered on the discarded layer.
Day by day the fresh skin hardened and began to
loose itself from the bulb.
Another layer had been shed!
"How could I have overlooked it?
How could a new layer have been exposed?" I wondered .
"How many layers niust there be?"
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I moved close to the bulb and stared at
the fresh skin .
It was shiny, iridescent. I wanted so bad
to touch it, to feel its dampness, to leave
my fingerprint in the slick slime enveloping it.
Oh! how I was tempted to pick up the bulb and look
beneath where the old layers clung.
To peel off the remaining layers and see
the naked bulb as it would be without
the mask of shiny skins.
"What if it were to fall apart at my touch?
What if the slickness caused me to let it slip?" I wondered.
"How many layers must there be?"
I left the bulb where it stood, untouched.
I continued to look in on it each day. It
continued as before: the fresh skin dried,
a layer fell, a new skin appeared (fresh as the others
had been). I would examine the shine.
I dared not touch it, despite my desire.
Again and again the same process: more paper dust,
brittle layers withering away ...
Once I looked in and noticed that
the bulb had become smaller, untouched by
my hands, but smaller all the same.
I moved closer to it than I had ever dared.
I put my face near the bulb and smiled.
"There you are. In the nude," I said.
"No more layers to shed ."
I took a deep breath and felt my eyes burning.
The bulb, so small, so shiny, so bare,
so ... pungent.
"Is this all?
Is this the precious meat of your heart?" I wondered.
"Had I touched you when I desired, I would
have peeled you myself!" I screamed.
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Tears began to fill my eyes.
The scent was too strong.
The burning smell filled the room.
Cold, blinding tears covered my cheeks and spilled
onto the paper dust round the bulb, scattering
what was already broken.
That was the day I saw a smooth bare bulb covered
in salt.

Sean Nighbert
Lapdance
Honorable Mention Poetry

I never meant to do it
the dancer's legs pumping updown in front of me
I thought that she would never stop.
Or that I would stop. Lapdances and the three drink minimum.
The dawn spiraled out in front of my face
Becoming something that I didn't want.
I didn't want
The ochre morning to take me
Out of the smoky room filled with barstools
and into the taxi that drops me off to face you-with
That stench, you say, like your father.
You lean against the doorjamb as I use the flowered bathroom.
The clock is ticking in the dark hallway and
I am beside myself at the way that you devour me.
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John Cox
Sago Ugalde
Father McKenzie approaches me every Sunday at 3 a.m.
opening back alleys of faith past
the old nerve circuits the crude extracts
licensing his oration of social ignorance
through St. Augustine's streets
never dreaming of my opinions.
Sago, I know your origin. Stumbling through waters of disbelief.
Slick spinster of apocalyptic nuisanc~
did I tell you of the bomb under your gold cushion
or the dreams of the empathic fools turning
selectively at the integration of your approach
longing to wash away Sunday's anxieties
in a tidal pulse of colored glass.
Bless you, Sago, bless you. Laughing at my attempt at actualization .
Thickets of disenchanted insects
setting up bazaar near
the core of the disused
elbowing their naked heaps towards
your primitive soul wagon.
Each postulant sample
embedded in the metallic pressure of passivation.
Each postulant sample
the blunt submission of your eyestalks.
Father of the system
they were aware.
Sago, let me be your merchant. Selling me his leg full of sand.
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Geraldine Carter
Caught in a Dream
Thieves trip through the night.
Past my dreams and
my peripheral sleep
sees them with their
gossamer masks, and
fish net bags
carrying their loot.
The nice lady didn't miss the pearls.
From the fat rolls
above her collar.
Only when she
looked in,
the silver plate,
did she miss it?
Now they dangle dangerously from the fish net.
Almost touching the unseen floor of my dream.
I will not wake until
I discover the room
the jewel thieves enter.
Until I hear the key turn the lock
and the light is seen under the door.
I hear the fish net bag lose its prize on the bed .
The fat nice lady's pearls
Here with me.
Under my pillow, clutched in my fist.
Fallen from the fish net bag
when the thieves lefi me behind
dreaming, guarding,
the light under the door.
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Jane Ashley Netherton
Persephone
High School Winner

In this house
an endless cycle of night and day
spins around my trapped and aching heart.
Waiting for the change of the seasons,
I long for my dark prince of freedom,
my Winter,
to open my door and release me from my bondage.
I exist.
Merely a rat in a miserable cage.
Her darling, her pet, kept hidden away
under a blind and sheltering eye.
I am a woman
locked inside the child born of a lonely mind.
But despite all my love,
my desire,
my rage,
my voice lies dormant
in the cavern of my pitying heart.
I know her need,
her frantic, obstinate desire to hold me.
But I have touched the hand of freedom,
and long for the day when she can realize my autonomy.
In the seasons of my absence,
I have tasted the sweet pomegranate of life and death.
My wings I have tested,
and rejoiced in their unfettered Right.
But in this house, my wings are clipped
"For beauty and purity's sake," she says.
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My ears ring with the echoes of her store-bought sermons,
"A mother's duty is to protect."
But this protection from life, from living,
only makes my yearning for self-determination stronger.
And so the tide of the seasons rolls in
and carries me with it back out to sea.
The salty waves wash up to my mother's doorstep
and quietly,
they break her heart.
My love for her is not abandoned in that lonely house,
but grows stronger in my absence from her warmth and light.
In this winter I have learned the ways of the world,
yet in my young heart, lies a home for her innocence.
And in that lonely house, a fire still burns.
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Carla Wilson
On Reading Night
High School Runner Up

Nazis break the silence with cold commands
And brutal blows~their death mask
Faces no emotion
"Work is liberty!"
Innocent people led to a hell called Auschwitz
Whimsical, black smoke swirls and rises
From crematories which consume faith
"Where is God now?"
Graves upon graves fill with
Lifeless shells of mothers, fathers
Brothers, and sisters, death holds no feor
"Here He is-He is hanging here on this gallows"
Humanity is merely a forgotten word
That lingers behind hollow eyes
And empty stomachs
"Seven times cursed and seven times sealed"
Infinite days of persecution pass
Nothing remains, save
Devastation, death, and destruction
Night has fallen
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Geraldine Carter
The Biggest Apple
(a story Grandmother told)
First Place Creative Nonfiction
"I want that apple, Buck. That one, it's the prettiest apple on the tree and
the biggest one," Nannie pleaded.
"Just hold your horses, little sissy. I told all of you I'd pick you an apple,"
Buck answered.
Buck was high in the old apple tree in the back of Maw and Paw's yard.
He was the oldest boy at home now. He loved teasing the younger ones, especially his sisters, and especial~ Nannie.
Nannie was spoiled. Her younger brother had died, and she had almost
died from typhoid fever. She usual~ got what she wanted. But not today.
The apple begging had begun. "Come on, Buck, I want my apple, that
big apple. Can you reach it?" Nannie called out.
"I don't know, sis, it's awful~ big and a way out there. I might fall just trying to get it," Buck teased.
Buck threw apples down to all the other children; on~ Nannie was left
standing looking up into the apple tree.
"Can't you reach my apple, Buck? Everyone else has their apple. Can't
you climb out a little ways more to get it?" Nannie suggested.
"I just don't know. It sure is a big apple. I'm gonna try right now to get it.
You just wait right there now and watch me," Buck reassured her.
"All right," Nannie answered. She could hard~ wait to get the prize
apple. She had been the first to see it and to pick it out.
"Is this one it?" asked Buck, reaching for the big apple.
"That's it, Buck, you've almost got your hand on it. Just a little more,"
Nannie instructed the apple picker.
"Got it. Is this the apple you wanted, Nannie?" Buck asked.
"Oh, Buck, it is so beautiful, throw it down to me," Nannie said, overjoyed.
At that very moment Buck put the apple to his mouth and sank his teeth
into it. Juice dripped from his lips as he yelled down to Nannie. "You sure do
know how to pick apples. This one is juicy and ready to eat."
"Buck!" Nannie screamed. She had been betrayed by this trapeze apple
picker. How could he do this to her? She was the only one without an apple.
Hadn't she seen that apple first and claimed it for her very own? She stood
helpless on the ground.
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"Buck, please don't eat my apple, throw it down," Nannie pleaded,
almost in tears.
"Come up here and get it," Buck taunted.
"I can't climb that high. Besides, you promised," she reminded him.
"Well, if you can't come up and get it I'm not going to throw it down,"
Buck answered his tearful sister, and with those words spilling out of his mouth,
he quick~ filled the spill with another bite of Nannie's claimed apple.
Knowing she would never get Buck to come down and never get the big
apple, Nannie was determined that Buck would not have the apple, either. She
picked up a stick, not too big, one just the right size to scare someone with,
especial~ if she threw it at him and he was high up in an apple tree. Leaning
way back and taking a sure aim, she threw with all her might. She threw like
David of old at the giant above her. Much to her surprise she hit her mark. She
hit the giant. She hit the apple thief. She hit her brother.
Buck fell to the ground. He was more than stunned-he was out cold.
"You'll get it now, Nannie," everybody was saying. "You'll get a lickin'.
You've hurt Buck real bad."
Terrified, Nannie ran off. Where could she hide? She knew just the place.
Up under the house a way back where the chickens never go. No one would
find her there, at least not for a while. She crawled and crawled and squeezed
her little body past the slabs of rock that were stacked on top of each other
holding up the house. She squeezed past lost toys and old pans and bones the
dog had dragged under the house. At last she was at the far corner away
from the commotion outside over Buck. She heard them yelling for her. They
yelled for a long time but she never answered them. Final~ the yelling grew
fainter and she was fast asleep.
Nannie was awakened by a familiar voice. "Nannie, I know you're up
under the house. Now you come on out-it's dark and it's bed time." The familiar voice was her mother's. She knew she would have to come out and face
her. She also knew that she would have to face her punishment.
Slow~, and silent~ she began to scoot along the edge of the house. She
could see her mother's shoes and soon saw her mother's legs and the bottom
of her dress tail. Mother had something in her hand. Nannie knew what it
was. Many times she had been sent to cut the weapon she was to be corrected
with. Mother had chosen it this time. She would have to take the punishment
waiting for her. She knew she could never explain it away this time, not like the
many times before when she had misbehaved. This time someone was hurt
and maybe real bad. She didn't know how Buck was, she had been under the
house all day. She was hungry, the big apple flashed before her, but soon disappeared as she reached her mother.
Before Nannie could say anything in her defense, her mother began
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speaking. "Nannie, Buck is all right, he's not hurt like we thought. You're the
baby of the fami~ and loved very much. Buck used to be the baby, too, when
he was little. I know you want to speak to defend yourself, but you don't have
to. I know Buck did wrong to tease you. But you did wrong too. You don't ever
fight evil by doing something evil. I'm glad you ran off and hid because it gave
me time to think. But I'm bound to whip you. I just wanted you to understand
why."
Well, Nannie got the worst whipping of her life and f'.kw gave her the
best one she'd ever given any of her children. They both felt better when it was
over. Buck recovered from his fall and Nannie, well, she kept on being the
baby of the fami~.

Debbie Horton
The Wild Cat's Visit
Second Place Creative Nonfiction
The black and white striped cat lay stretched out on the wooden box that
was attached to the chicken coop, exposing himself to the bright warm sun . He
had no name other than "Wild Cat,." and that was exact~ what he was. He
had never been handled by the hands of a human. He was perfectly satisfied
keeping his distance from everyone. Humans had tried to show their kindness
by offering him milk and all sorts of delectable foods, but he had no need of
their favors; his diet consisted of mice and an occasional bird.
Lynn spied the old cat, and decided it was time to tame the savage beast.
He found a brown burlap feed sack and knew this would be perfect to capture
the feline. He careful~ crept up to the chicken coop, opened the feed sack,
and threw it over the wild cat. "Got him!" Lynn shouted with joy. You could
hear the cat growling, hissing, and spitting. It was a fierce and outrageous cry
of imprisonment. James heard the cries of the old cat and the laughter of Lynn,
so he came to see what the ruckus was all about.
"Lynn, what in the world are you going to do with that old cat?" asked
James in amazement.
"I'm going to give him to somebody," said Lynn.
"That cat is wild and will eat someone alive. You better let it go." James
was certain that Lynn hod mode the wrong decision this time. Jomes had
utmost respect for Lynn's judgment. James knew Lynn was up to something that
in the-end would be either delightful or dramatic. After all, Lynn was 23 years
old and 8 years older than Jomes.
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"Do you want to go along with me?" asked Lynn.
"Sure," said James.
As they loaded the brown feed sack in the car, the cries from the cat were
outlandish. It sounded like there was more than one cat in the bag and maybe
a whole litter. James could see that cat clawing and biting through the sack in
total rebellion . Lynn started the car and began the journey up the road to find
the cat a new home. The brown sack rolled violently from side to side of the
back floor board of the car.
They arrived at the home of Alfred and Maggie Marcum. Lynn began to
laugh to himself as he turned off the car. He picked up the untamed sack and
carried it with one hand, away from his body. James got out of the car wondering what Lynn had up his sleeve, and knew that he better follow close behind
so that he would not miss one minute of the action, but not close enough to be
a part of the action . Even James was afraid of the cat. (After all, he'd never
heard such noises that sounded more like a beast instead of an old cat.)
Lynn knocked at the door and looked over his shoulder at James, knowing
what was in store.
The door opened and there was Maggie. "Well, Lynn D., what brings you
here today?" she asked.
"Well, I know how you have been wanting a cat, to take care of the
mice, so I brought you one." He tried to keep a straight face .
Maggie put her hand to her heart. "I swear, Lynn, you're the on~ one
who will do anything for Alfred and me. Bless your heart. Who you got with
you?"
"This is James, Effie's son. He's spending a few days with us," replied
Lynn .
"Well, my goodness, come in and bring that cat with you. I have just
made a fresh batch of lemonade. Would you care to have some with us?"
Moggie opened the door and motioned for them to sit down.
There sat Alfred in his rocking chair next to the hearth of the fireplace .
Alfred was never one to show much emotion, or excitement, he just remained
fair~ quiet and spoke with a lazy slow drawl to his conversation . The room
was warm, and decorated with floral wallpaper; on the mantel of the fireplace
there were pictures of the Marcum family. In the room there was a ful~sized
feather bed, made to Maggie's perfection . The doors that led to the other
rooms were draped with long curtains with a floral design, to keep the front
room warm. This was the room where Maggie and Alfred spent most of their
time; they even slept here. There were rugs on the floor, a table with a radio
on it, and several cane bottomed chairs scattered about.
"Alfred, how have you been doing?" asked Lynn.
cont. on pg. 31
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"Well, fine, I guess. I've been down with rheumatism but other than that
I'm faring pretty well." Alfred spat in a coffee can and wiped the ambeer from
his chin with his blue and while handkerchief.
Lynn sat down in a cane bottomed chair and motioned for James to find a
seat. He sat the brown sack in the floor between the both of them. James scooted his chair back to keep his distance from the growling, clawing, hissing bag.
Maggie entered the room serving her homemade delight. James nervously
sipped the lemonade, and noticed the mischievous smirk on Lynn's face as he
leaned the chair back on its back legs trying to act as inconspicuous as possible. "Well, lers take a look at that cat." Moggie began to untie the feed sack.
She bent over to pull the string off the sack, and just as she opened it the cat
jumped straight up, onto the back of Alfred's choir, across the mantel, knocking
off all the pictures, down to the floor, back up the curtains and onto the wallpaper, sticking its claws into the paper and hanging on, causing the paper to rip
from the ceiling to the floor, revealing the many layers of wallpaper that had
accumulared over the last 40 years. The cat ran into another room and hid
under the bed . You could hear the cat still making its presence known to all.
Alfred was in a state of shock. His eyes opened to the size of half dollars.
"Moggie!" he gasped. "Do something! That cat might be dangerous."
"Now, Alfred," as she pulled a handkerchief out of her apron, wiped her
brow, then rep inned a piece of hair to her head, "don't you worry yourself. I'll
have that cat eating out of my hand this time tomorrow."
Lynn held his side as he rocked the cane bottomed chair with laughter. He
tried to regain his composure. "Maggie, you've done so well taming Alfred,
I'm sure you will tame that old cat."
The wild cat's visit was a short one. The next morning the cat was back up
on the wooden box attoched to the chicken coop, warming himself in the sun.

Elizabeth Bradley
At the Desk Where Very Little Writing Took Place
We were on our way to Nashville to visit my grandmother's great aunt
Nellie and we weren't quite out of Kentucky. "Frances," my grandmother said
and l~aned her head toward 'the passenger side of the car then toward my
mother driving. Do dum, do dum, do dum, do dum. We were getting down the
road . "Do you hear that?" my grandmother continued. "I believe something is
wrong with the car." My brother and I perked up and leaned forward and put
our faces to the backs of the seats. Though the engine was in the back of the
Volkswagen station wagon, my mother also leaned forward. She leaned close
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to the front windshield to listen. Do dum, do dum, do dum. We all listened and
slowed our heaving chests. We weren't even to Tennessee yet. "Oh, that's just
the road, Mom," my mother said. We all sat back. We drove on a new stretch
of black asphalt for a while, then an older, more gray stretch. Then a new one.
Do dum, do dum, do dum, do dum. "Are you sure?" my grandmother continued. My brother and I rolled our eyes at each other. When my grandmother
was younger, my grandfather tried to teach her to drive. He told me that they
were driving up Thirteenth Street one afternoon. Some old fella was going slow
up the hill and my grandfather told my grandmother to pass him. So, she did,
without turning her head, without signals, without looking in the mirrors. A truck
was passing at the same time. The horn blew and the man's face !wisted into a
curious anger as he passed my grandmother driving up the hill and my grandfather with his face in his hands.
The cable repair man told me, ''Yeah, she rents rooms up there. She's
hard lo catch, though. She sleeps most of the time and if you do catch her
awake, why, she don't hear too good." I told him thanks and went upstairs to
see her. At the top of the steps there was a long empty hallway with closed
doors marked overhead with brass numbers. I knocked on the door with the
message board on it: "Mrs. Sample. Stopped by to see you. Hope you are
feeling fine. See you later. Jo Ann & lee." There was another partial note that
had been wiped probably with spit. It said, "Mrs. Sample, I will call you back
lat . .. "I stood looking at the note with my head cocked to one side arid was
about to knock again. A wild-eyed woman came out of the room with a brass
seven over the door. "Who are you looking for, honey?" the woman spoke. I
turned toward her. "Uh, I'm looking for a room?" She said that the old woman
slept most of the time and she didn't think that anyone else was waiting for a
room, but "My aunt," she said, "is going to move out of room five this
Sunday." She unlocked the padlock to her aunt's room and I went in. "It's
small," she said, "and quiet and nobody will bother you." I told her that was
good and just what I needed. "Oh," she said. ''You write poetry. That's nice."
I ran out the door gripping the spoon in one hand. The screen door
slapped against the wood frame and by that time, I was rounding the house
and found Jimmy under the hedge that seporated his yard from my grandparents' yard . Jimmy was starting to dig his roads. "Pick your cars," Jimmy said
and dumped a good-sized collection of Matchbox cars from a Dingo boot box.
"Can I be the Poison Pinto?" I asked. I figured since I had my own spoon this
time, I would try for the prized Matchbox car. It was electric green and had a
grinning face on the hood with lots of teeth and Poison Pinto written down both
sides in italics. Jimmy was usually the Poison Pinto because it was his newest
addition to the collection . "Sure, you can be that one if you want," he said,
and sorted through the heap, deciding on the ambulance. It was an older car
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with double doors in the bock that opened to a small comportment where you
could see the stiff plastic heads of the permanent paramedics. "Hey!" Jimmy
shouted, and he opened the tiny doors to the ambulance. "Here's that water
bug from lost time. He's the guy that wrecked in Dead Man's curve and caught
on fire." "Let me see," I said, and nosed closer to the ambulance doors. I
grabbed the car from Jimmy and gave ii a shake into my palm. It hod been a
couple of weeks since the lost time I visited my grandparents. I thought a
minute about the burned bug and finally spoke. "Let's bury him. He's dead.
Besides, we're gonna build new roods," and I placed the bug back in the
ambulance. Jimmy agreed that we should bury the bug since we never got him
to the hospital anyway. Jimmy wondered if the little bug we forgot about tried
to kick its way out of the ambulance doors. He said he remembered the bug's
legs moving in the air when he stuffed our victim into the ambulance thinking
that ii would look better if a screaming ambulance had something in ii. I started
the grove and scooped and dumped one dark block spoonful of earth . "Do
you think we ought to build a tunnel this time?" I asked and sunk the spoon into
the dirt again. Jimmy sot bock on his heels. "Sure," he said, and picked up the
ambulance and shut its doors. "After we drive this guy to the graveyard."
Internal combustion . It's what makes the cars go. The pistons push, intake
stroke, combustion stroke, power stroke, exhaust stroke, and ii goes rapid so
there is power and movement. And as I watch the cars in front of rny house, I
think of this internal combustion . But each car seems to move on its own or al
the will of the driver and with very little mechanics involved. I would like to talk
to Gertrude Stein about this. She understood what ii meant to be alive, the repetition of it all. And she owned Fords and she knew wars and young men with
no choices and she knew her lover and both faces of success. And she knew
pointers and writers and all were thinkers.
Lost night's dream was a struggle. I left the others and climbed what
seemed to be a mountain. But not a mountain in a cone shape that gets smaller
at the top like a pyramid, but it was steep al the bose and remained steep so
that I couldn't see above my outstretched hands. I climbed it. Dug both hands
full of the damp moss. I pulled myself up with the strength of my upper body
and my mind. And it was a struggle, a wonderful struggle to be working that
hard against and with all that green moist. And when I had come to the top of
this steep climb, there were others. Some hod gone before me and dug at the
sides, dirt under their fingernails like mine, and some had followed me. Hoving
reached the top, we looked at one another and were at peace and spoke no
words. You could tell by the tones of our breathing and the shapes of our eyes,
though none would soy it, that we all wondered why we conquered the mountain . And the breeze blew our hairs and we looked all around us at the view,
relieved a little and confused to find we were not alone.
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My brother dug in our sandbox until the spoon hit harder more dark earth
with tough stringy roots running through it. There he found earthworms and
made them his victims. The worms were used as characters, a Tonka truck driver, for instance. The victim of a tragic sandbox drama. A whole load of dirt
accidentally dumped on the innocent bystander. Buried alive. And, no, the
worm cannot withstand the mighty force that pulls him apart at both ends until
there are two pieces of worm, one in each of my brother's hands. "Supper,"
Mom yells out the back door one more time. At the table my brother pinched
his biscuit into little balls and rolled them between his fingers. Mom hadn't
noticed he didn't wash his hands and he grinned at me across the table, his
eyes barely above the golden horizon of his ear of corn .
Dr. Whaley was Aunt Nellie's second husband, a naturopath. He was in
the Spanish-American War at age thirteen . Uncle Charlie told me he was a hot.
tempered Irishman and after the war he wasn't the same. Seems he was
injured and left on the battlefield for dead .. finally, someone found him. He had
a bad head wound from a blow with a rifle butt and a plate was put in his
head. When my grandmother and Uncle Charlie stayed with them in Nashville
for a while, Dr. Whaley had many public outbursts of anger and he wanted
three full meals a day. "Can you imagine," my grandmother asked me, "all
that cooking every day?" No, I couldn't imagine." My Uncle Charlie told me
that one time Dr. Whaley sent him to the mailbox to mail a letter. "Okay," said
Dr. Whaley, "it's now three o'clock. It takes three minutes to get to the mailbox.
One minute to slip it in and get turned around. Three minutes to get back.
Charlie," Dr. Whc:;iJey said, "see you back here at seven minutes after three."
I rented a terrible little house with a too big desk and an awful kitchen
sink. I would sit and stare for hours at the books and pencils and plants and
think how I couldn't possibly write in such a place. Oh, I would take notes on
things to write later. Maybe jot down a note or two about some old woman I
saw at the laundry mot and how she held her mouth tight like she was mad.
But mostly, I sat at the desk where very little writing took place and acquainted
myself with the abused rented walls. My favorite books of poetry were propped
up by the stone bust of a black man my brother brought me from Louisiana. I
kept a close eye on my bronze sculpture, Fear, and watched the sun come in
and out of its negative spaces. And I looked at that Fear all day. The dark,
unpolished cast bronze piece was as difficult as I was to manipulate, twisted
and uncertain as fear itself, and no easy words came.
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Frances Young
The Aroma of Tea Roses
First Place Fiction
The color of my house is red. Ug~ fire-engine asbestos shingles, circa
late 1940s. A shanty thrown together from rougfl-sawed lumber, donated by
some post-World War Two d°'Booders. Leaning drunkenly, leaking profusely,
stinking of rot, chilling the bones in January, melting the soul in July. Crazy
doors and windows placed willy-nil~ by a madman. Rooms leading into
rooms, a dwelling unacquainted with design. Afterthought plumbing, bare
bulbs swinging menacingly from wallpapered ceilings that harbor deatfl-row
wiring, and other more sinister things. Perched on a sandlot and smothered
by vegetation, smack dab in the middle of town. Structure of my nightmares,
my on~ inheritance.
I lie in my grandmother's iron bed, peering at the water spots above me.
One of them moves and makes its way down the wall, heading for breakfast.
I really should get more Raid, but it's a waste of money. I think they've mutated and actually thrive on the stuff. Like Scarlett, I'll deal with it tomorrow.
Tomorrow. Tomorrow is Sunday. That makes the next day Monday, and
a relentless reminder of my failure to find a teaching position. Monday will
be the first day of August and the rest of my life. School starts three weeks
from Monday.
Today, from the peeling picket fence post, the mailbox will beckon and
I'll practice my daily ritual. Then I'll add today's contribution to the pile of
bills, bills and more bills. "I'm so sorry the poyment's late. Puh~eeze don't turn
off the (a) water, (b) gas, (c) electricity. I'll have the money tomorrow." My
telephone was an early casualty. I can on~ be reached by mail.
Damned useless elementary ed degree. Whatever happened to all those
little darlings who need all that guidance? Jessamine County has only so
many schools and none of them seem to want me. My student loan looms in
the future like some giant vampire bat, eager to suck away the last of my
independence, forcing me to mortgage my home. "Puh-leeze don't kick me
out of my dump. I'll win the lottery tomorrow." I wonder how things could be
worse, then I try hard not to imagine.
Forcing myself away from the bed, I mosey into the bathroom where I'm
assaulted by putrid pink paisley poper, a relic from the summer I was eight.
How I used to hate that poper. I remember refusing to take a bath in here
unless I was ring-neck filthy, but Granny was rather adept at persuasion.
She'd scrub the dirt off, hide and all. Soon I would emerge, pissed off and
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smelling of Cashmere Bouquet.
This morning, in the dank summer heat, a daddy~ong-legs saunters
around the bathroom like he owns it. He glares at me from the toilet seat and
then drops casual~ into my bath water, so I pick him up and dangle him in
front of my nose . He requests not to be flushed . I nudge him through the hole
in the screen. He escapes onto the lilac bushes my grandmother planted too
close to the house.
Later, wrapped in an old seersucker robe, I consider the contents of the
Frigidaire . Crammed in between the frost on the top shelf and the furry lettuce
on the bottom is a single carton of Dannon. Since it's four days out of date, I
sniff it and study it close~. I decide to eat it anyway. It might kill me.
I boil water for tea and then have to compete with an unwanted guest
who's living in my favorite mug . I sincerely hope he's the one from the bedroom and not some new immigrant. They all look alike to me.
I carry my treasures to the front porch, praying for a breeze . I sit gingerly on the once elegant wicker swing, now the color of dust and held together
by three decades of mildew. I sip my tea and stare at the mailbox.
Small-town life stagnates in this muggy Saturday morning in late July.
Although most folks are sleeping in, a power mower grumbles to life across
the street, causing me to consider my own property. My yard teems with all
manner of trees and shrubbery that long ago lost the battle between form
and function . My estate is located on a corner, and the resulting effect is delicious privacy for me and an eye sore for my neighbors. Maybe when I get a
job, I'll hire someone to help clean it up.
I yawn and stretch and walk back into the house, navigating the holes in
the linoleum. When was it laid? Nineteen fifty? Nineteen fifty-five? It's always
been here, faded gray and yellow cabbage roses, row upon row. I took my
first steps in this room.
I suppose I should get dressed and pretend to have a life. People say
"get a life." Where are these lives that you can "get"? They aren't in the J.C.
Penney catalog. They aren't at the Kroger store. You can't find life in a bottle.
You certain~ can't earn one with an education. Granny told me that life is
what you make of it, sort of like a recipe. I seem to be short on ingredients.
I wade through the laundry and find my Levi's and a five-dollar bill.
Now I can put some gas in the Honda . Ever mindful of high fashion, I top off
my outfit with a Caribbean cruise tee-shirt. It was a gift from a fellow graduate who was celebrating the procurement of a teaching position. There's a
black paint stain on the front, a reminder of my optimistic period. Earlier in
the summer, I painted the mailbox so it could proper~ greet all the job offers
that never came. I worry this thought around for a moment, pull my hair up in
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a ponytail, and shuffle back to the front porch. I sit and stare at the black box
on the fence post.
"Momin'." I'm startled out of my daze by Mr. Mailman. "See you're out
bright and ear~, soaking up this fine weather."
"Uh, sure. Almost tropical, isn't it?" I start to rise, but he opens the gate
and proceeds up the walk, carrying several letters. I venture a guess. "Are
those Christmas cards, or just more movie offers?"
He grins at me and starts to answer, but stumbles on the loose top step. I
have visions of lawsuits filed by Uncle Sam. "Now look, Miz Mackenzie. I-"
"Casey. Call me Casey."
"All right. Casey. Now look, C-"
"And your name is . .. "
"Dave."
"Pleased to meet you, Dave. I've been calling you 'Mr. Mailman' all
summer."
He's laughing now. He leans against the banister and I notice that he's
quite attractive. Must be the uniform.
"Look. Casey, I know you're not an actress. You're some kind of teacher
II
or"Wanna be. I'm a wanna.be teacher. I've waited this whole summer for
a job, and I'm just about to give up. Jessamine County only hired three this
year and I-" I catch myself. Granny told me not to whine to strangers. They
always have their own problems.
"Well, I don't know much about around here, but I'm sure you could find
something in a bigger city. Have you thought about relocating?"
"A lot. But-well-this is my home. My grandmother left it to me and I
can't bring myself to sell it. Not that I could, even if I wanted to. It's in quite a
state of disrepoir." As if to illustrate, the banister groans under Dave's weight.
He regards it with a look of apprehension and straightens up to his full
height. He smiles at me. I smile back.
"Hey, Casey, you never know about anything till you try. Anyway, I'll be
on the lookout for a special delivery. You just hang in there, 'cause if youHey, look at the time . I gotta get back to work. I don't get poid for spendin'
my time with pretty ladies." He's backing off the porch and his heel catches
on the loose step, causing him to balance precarious~ in midair. He recovers
gracefully, snarls playfully at my house, and starts toward the gate.
I call after him, "I'll fix that thing. I promise."
He waves it off. "Forget it. You've got a lot on your mind. See you
Monday."
·
The instant he escapes from the clutches of my property, I tear into the
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only piece of mail that isn't a bill:

Dear Ms. Mackenzie,
I have been unable to reach you by phone. I have a major client
who is very interested in your property. Please call me at 555-1234 and set
up an appointment to learn more about this fantastic opportunity.
Yours truly,
Leonard Grizzell, Broker, ACME Realty
I enter the front room, pondering the letter. The morning sun has heated
the whole house to about cookie-baking temperature. The sweat trickles
between my shoulder blades and I wonder what possible use anyone could
have for this inferno. It might be interesting to find out. In this heat, I sure
don't plan to do anything more ambitious.
I run a brush over my teeth, take a swipe at my hair and eeney-meeny
the neighbors. Which one did I mooch a phone off of most recently? I trip off
the porch and head due east, a block and a half. "Hi, Miz Sutphin, it's me
again. Can I borrow your phone?"
I endure the usual chit-chat re who's sleeping where and finally get my
pows on the communication instrument. I dial the number and get a secretary. She assures me that Mr. Grizzell will be at my place promptly at five
today, and adds that I should be very excited. She won't give me a clue
about why I should be so thrilled . I thank Miz Sutphin and back my way out
her front door, with tales of hysterectomies ringing in my ears.
On the way home, I notice storm clouds approaching from the west.
They look serious. I'll spend the afternoon listening to various drips accumulating in my cookware, and tonight the mosquitoes will be out in droves.
It starts to rain about three o'clock, hard and unceasing and fulfilling all
my expectations. At five, Mr. Grizzell arrives and joins the drips on my front
porch. I'm primed for excitement and with barely an introduction, he lets me
have it. His major client is McDonald's, and there's a by-pass going in along
the north side of my property. How would I like $200,000 for my place? I
choke out an almost incoherent response, something about sleeping on it. He
tells me not to sleep too long . Eventually, he slithers away. I know he's sure of
a conquest and a fat, juicy fee.
I spend the rest of the evening pinching myself and blowing money in
my mind. Two hundred thousand dollars. A fortune. Freedom from worry. A
long vacation someplace tropical. No. A week in the mountains where it's
cool. New clothes, new car, new home.
New home? That means I'll have to move. I chew on this sobering
thought until bedtime. The spots gather on the kitchen wall and inquire about
supper. Resident and friends are all out of luck. Anyway, my appetite is non-
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existent. I make my way to Granny's bed.
All through the damp and lonely night, I volley consequences in my
mind. What if I just stay here and tough it out, waiting for a job--ony job?
We Mackenzies have always had burdens to bear. This is mine. What would
Granny have done? She never had much luck, but she was satisfied. She'll
turn over in her grave if I sell her home. Or maybe she would understand that
things are different now. I know she would want the best for me. If I take the
mon ...
I awake with a start. I feel somewhat better about things this morning.
Tree-Oappled morning sun is washing over me. Through my open window,
the aroma of tea roses invites me to visit the back porch and sit a spell.
Never mind that I have things to do-letters to write, calls to make, places to
go, people to see, money to spend. I can't resist the roses. They're my
favorite.
I make instant coffee and carry it to the back porch. The screen door
squeals with protest. I let it slam. "Casey, close that door like a lady."
Granny's rocker accepts my familiar form and squeaks reassuringly.
Facing the fragrant overgrown garden, I grasp the warm drink in my
hands. I've sort of come to a decision to accept Mr. Grizzell's offer, but niggling doubts linger. Where will I go? East? West? And how far? The Honda
won't make it to the end of town. I'll need a moving van. Or do I just buy
new furniture, when I get where I'm going? Wherever that is.
I continue to gaze into my back yard and fantasize about the future.
Suddenly, my thoughts are arrested by the memory of a small, red-haired
urchin. I see her shinny up the apple tree. I hear a voice, at once tender and
commending. "Casey Mackenzie. What on earth is the matter with you?
Come down from that tree this very minute and cut me a switch. You're actin'
too big for your britches. It ain't going to hurt you none to sweep this here
porch. You've got things to do in this life that ain't always pleasant, but that's
what'll make you strong. This place is as much your responsibility as it is
mine, and I'll be leaving it to you some day, God willing."
The old apple tree's still there. It looks smaller, now that I'm supposedly
all grown up. I tiptoe my way through the wet grass, pausing on~ to savor
the thick sweetness of honeysuckle that covers the arbor where Granny's
grapes used to grow. Yellow jackets and bumblebees hum busily.
I easi~ climb the tree, my legs dangling awkwardly over the highest
branch. I can see my whole kingdom-from the front fence to the pseudo forest on three sides, and all the way back to Route 3, future home of a traffic
jam and the Quarter Pounder. I try to block out my grandmother's admoni-
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lions by planning a letter of acceptance to Mr. Grizzell.
Back in my kitchen, I set up the old Underwood. It spits out a brief note.
I seal it up all legal and slap some postage on it. Then I secure it under a
flower vase on the table. I spend the rest of the day puttering around the
house, looking at this and that and trying not to feel anything yet.
After a somewhat fitful sleep, I climb out of bed on Monday morning,
eager to get on with things. I've made this decision and I'm going to stick by
it. I'm tired of being poor and living in this old barn of a house. I need a
change of some kind . Two hundred thousand dollars is a good start.
There's an old chest in the front room that's needed to be cleaned out for
ages. I decide to tackle it while I wait for Mr. Mailman-Dave. I crank up
Bob Seger on the tape deck so I can't think about Granny.
For more than two hours, I sort and stack old letters and mementos that
have accumulated over many years. A lot of it is worthless junk. Occasional~
I toss items into a trash bag . Most of it is stuff I used to see around this house
when I was little-photos of relatives, Jesus pictures, and things I made in
school. I linger over a plaster cast of my own six-year-0ld handprint.
Scratched into the back is my name and "Granny, I love you."
Toward the bottom of the chest, I come across an album I don't
remember seeing before. The cover is warped around the edges, as if it
had been wet at one time. When I try to open it, the pages stick together
and a crumbling dust puffs into the air. Carefully, I separate the pages,
starting at the back because that part isn't as stiff. Black and white photographs spill out with each turn of the page . They are yellowed and
cracked and I don 't recognize some of the people. I read the inscription
on the back of each photo, written in my grandmother's delicate script.
There are names and dates of events that I only vaguely remember hearing about. Mackenzie aunts and sisters and uncles and brothers gaze
solemnly back at me . A few pictures are of my grandmother and my mother. There's one of Dad, before he was killed in Vietnam. I was five . Six
months later, Mother was killed in a car wreck. Then it was just Granny
and me .
I work my way toward the front of the album, tediously prying each page
apart, learning secrets from my ancestors. Final~, I come to the front page of
the album-the one that, at first, would not yield . With one last tug, the pages
part and I look into the eyes of my grandmother. She's young and beautiful
and smiling . She has a basket over her arm and it is filled to the brim with tea
roses . She is standing on the front porch of my house. There's something writ
ten below the picture: "Cosey, I hope you will always be as happy as I was
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when your grandfather took this picture. I love you very much."
Over the blaring music, I hear someone banging on the front door. I
struggle to my feet, and turn Bob Seger off. I can see Dave through the
screen. He's waving an envelope in the air and seems barely able to contain
himself. His grin turns to a look of concern, as soon as I open the door.
"What's the matter, Casey? You're white as a sheet and-have you
been crying?"
I walk over to the porch swing . After I sit, I pat the seat next to me and
he puts his bag down and joins me. "You know when you were here on
Saturday?" I ask.
"Uh-huh."
"Well, I got this letter from a real-"
"A letter? Oh, I have a potentially great letter for you. From the school
board . Why don't you open it?" He hands me the envelope he had been
waving.
I tear into it and read quickly. "Dear Ms. Mackenzie: Please contact our
office about a possible teaching position ... "
I look up at Dave and burst into tears. Then I start to laugh and cry at
once. He digs in his mail satchel for a Kleenex and tentatively offers it to me.
"I'm sorry. I know you must think I'm nuts, but I have plenty of reasons to
be," I say, dabbing at my eyes. "The past two days have been especially
bizarre. I'd like to tell you about it, when you have time."
Dave leans back and crosses his ankles, his arms resting along the back
of the swing. He says, "I'm finished with my route for the day. I have all the
ti me you need."
Through the screen door, I glimpse the album lying open on the floor.
The aroma of tea roses fills the air. I breathe deeply and begin.

Chuck Johnson
The Back of Larry's Head
Second Place Fiction
My dearest Debra,
I write now to reply to your letter of inquiry concerning my health. It is so
kind of you to be concerned. I greatly miss the times we shared-our
moments of intimacy. It would be so wonderful to hear your voice, see your
face, or hold your hand again as I once did. But I regret that I may never do
so again.
I know from your letter that you have been trying to contact me by
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phone since you heard of my predicament, no doubt on some tabloid show.
And you may think that what they are saying about me is an exaggeration of
the truth, as no doubt most of what they say is. But let me tell you here and
now that what they are saying about me and .my affliction (what an understatement that is) is not on~ true, but is not even near to the reality of what
my life has become.
I must admit that I have not watched the television since that awful day
the network was here and broadcast live the spectacle of the loss of that
eight-year-0ld child. It is much to my regret that it happened. I tried to stop the
foolish woman! And that poor child! But I'm getting ahead of myself. I disposed of my television set on that day much the same way I disposed of my
telephone two weeks previous.
I guess in order for you to understand fully what has transpired since my
moving to this place, this lost Miltonic Eden, I must start in the beginning. The
beginning-how long ago it seems, how unnaturally short a span of time has
turned into a life of grief and misery. For I am surely being punished by God
or whomever for some unknown deed-and only He or She knows what that
deed is, for I have wracked my brain with every unkind word I have ever
spoken, every unkind deed or thought, and every instance I can think of
where I may have strayed.
As you know, I moved to this small village some six weeks ago, Tuesday
3 October to be exact, as I was quite taken with the place when I first visited
here back in the summer. I loved it for its solitude, the mountainous terrain,
and the abundance of streams and untouched forest. It seems odd, no doubt,
hearing that I would wish for such desolation-forsaking the social activities
you and I were so involved in. And I know I never told you I was leaving, but
I thought perhaps a clean break was in order, and maybe I was a bit embarrassed to admit that I could not handle the pressure, the stress of dai~ performance in the office and the never-€nding parade of numbers. I was being
pushed to the top but I saw clearly the top was not the place for me. At least
not that top. But I never thought that leaving would send me clear to the bottom, clear to the depths of hell.
I imagine now that you could have saved me, could have made me quit
that rat race and together we could have defeated the boredom that my life
had become. I imagine us married now, back in Boston, you with your practice, me with that best seller and at home with our children, raising them the
way our families had done before. These are the on~ things I have now-my
imaginings of how it could have been. But of course there's my journal.
I have kept a rigorous record of every day and every thing that has happened since I got here, Deb. You will find it and other important items in the
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box that this letter is attached to. You must read it careful~ and help me, Deb,
if I am still here to help. You must find out what happened, what caused this
great misfortune to be put on me, for I cannot. I have scoured through the
pages, rereading every line, reliving every moment, hoping, grasping on
every word for an answer. But for me, there is none.
Please view the tapes and recordings as well, for they are one aspect of
retrospection that I cannot bring myself to do. It is horrible enough that I had
to live through the experiences captured so graphically on film, it is another
to have to look at them again. No doubt you have seen some of the footage
in clips on the news or stills in print that were stolen by the media. But there
are some scenes-the first ones ever filmed of the experience, for example,
that have never been seen by the public. It was back when the experience or
event was still young and unknown to the world, a mere six weeks ago!
What a lifetime that has been! Pay close attention, if you will, of the footage
of the good doctor and myself and the experiments that led us to our hypothesis of what actual~ was occurring.
Dr. Franklin was most scientific in the procedures and he too kept excellent records, copies of which you will also find in the box. I would refer you
to him direct~ but, as I said before, I guess I should start at the beginning.
I found a lovely cottage to rent not far from town, near the Randalls'
woods . A Mrs. Holbrook rents it to me, a sweet old lady. The property has
been in her family for generations. It is a truly glorious scene-with a stream
and ponds and cattle roaming round the sides and back. There is a large picture window overlooking the field and barn where a small footbridge crosses
a stony creek bed. I set my workstation up there, where I could write and turn
to nature for my inspiration, foregoing any attempt at a living room as I did
not expect to be doing much entertaining. I was forcing myself to work, Deb.
That was why I was here. That is why I left all that I had back in Boston-I
had the idea for a book, that great American novel, I just had to make myself
write it. Now all I have to show for my efforts are in this box-a journal, film
clips, and medical records as bizarre as anything ever put down in fiction.
I devoted my first week here to getting settled in. I put most of my
acquired property in storage before leaving Boston and brought only my
computer, my clothing and toiletries. The house was partial~ furnished upon
my arrival with the necessities-a small bed, a night stand, a table and a few
chairs. I purchased an old oaken desk from the antique store in town. You
would love the town, Deb. It looks like something out of a Rockwell painting,
with old style shops lining the streets leading to the courthouse and post office
at its center. Mayberry! That's what it looks like, right down to the old oak
tree in the town square. It seems total~ untouched by modern.day conve-
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niences-no shopping mall, no alHiight markets, not even a Wal-Mart, I must
say from all aspects it seems to me that I was stepping back in time.
• I arrived on Tuesday and was quite settled in by that weekend. I stocked
up on groceries at the local market on Friday-they even have a delivery
boy! and had in mind to begin my book on that first Saturday morning.
I awoke that day at dawn with something of a headache, took some
aspirin and thought little of it. I glanced through the newspaper and ate a
light breakfast of flakes and fruit. I remember feeling a tingling sensation
above the nope of my neck which was followed by a peculiar itching. I
shrugged it off as having possibly to do with the differing climate or just
being in a strange place. I also supposed that maybe I had developed a little
bit of dandruff due to some hygiene changes, for I had not showered in more
than a day.
I sat at the blank computer terminal, sipped my coffee and gazed at the
dew-covered grass with its peculiar bluish tint common to this area. The sun
was coming up behind the house and I watched it rise on the gray, weathered, knot-covered sides of the barn. It was a tru~ inspiring scene. I took
another sip of coffee, put my hands on the keyboard, and reached back to
scratch that nagging itch on the back of my head. Then a rather strange thing
happened. My finger slid through.
At first I didn't realize what had happened . I thought perhaps I was not
ful~ awoke, or that my mind was in some way playing on awful trick on me.
But I sot there in my bathrobe, at my computer, storing blank~ out the window, with the index finger of my right hand penetrating my scalp and wiggling around in empty space.
My finger was inside my head and I could feel nothing with it. I
removed and replaced it several times. It was as though the surface of my
head had a small hole in it. I wondered at the time if I had somehow ruptured a membrane of some sort in my itching, if my scratching could have
been perhaps a bit too intense. I rubbed my finger around my head and
through my hair very ordinori~, pretending to myself that it had not happened . But when my finger hit this one spot, right at the point where my hair
has its peculiar swirl, right at the very uppermost paint where it is still the
back of my head and not the top, my finger just slid in .
I tell you I was more than a little concerned. I laughed out loud to myself,
repeatedly fingering the back of my head. I can also tell you that it was not
unlike that first experience in the back seat of my father's Oldsmobile. I could
feel the rim of the opening sliding up and down the shaft of my finger, but
that is as far as the similarity goes. Once passing that rim, there was nothing
inside. It was as if my finger were inside a sphere or other open space. There
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was no feeling of moisture or tissue whatsoever. I imagined it fe~ like the
opening was pulling my finger in, which I dismissed at the time, but later
learned was quite true.
I tried to remain calm. "Some sort of scalp problem," I thought, "or perhaps a hygiene thing." I quick~ showered and after discovering that the
opening persisted, got in my car and drove to town in search of the local
doctor and not expecting to find one on a Saturday.
I located the office and to my surprise, it was indeed open. Dr. Franklin
was a pleasant enough man, a bit overweight for his height perhaps, but
stocki~ built. He had the smell of liquor on his breath and in all respects was
the epitome of the stereotypical small town drunken doctor. It was my visit that
day and the days following that sobered him up. It was also my visit that day
and his recurring contact with me that eventually ended his miserable life.
At first he did not believe me. But when he stood behind me in the
examining room and watched as I poked my index finger in my head, up to
the knuckle, and removed it without leaving a trace of opening or blood or
even moving a hair on my head, his reply was, "My God." He had me do it
repeatedly as he held my head and peered close~ at the event.
He tried to get his own finger to pass through but it would not, probably
due to the fact that his large, stubby fingers were too big for the opening. He
got out one of his ear examining tools, as I had guessed he would, and slid
the tip of it into the opening and looked inside. He said he saw on~ blackness, but he quick~ withdrew it and refused to repeat the experiment.
He sat on his stool a long time that day, asking questions about my diet
and background and how I came to be in this part of the country. He seemed
very rattled that day, Deb, and his hands shook violently. Several times he
opened his desk drawer to have a nip at the single malt scotch hidden inside,
and several times he closed the drawer without cracking the lid.
He seemed very unsure of himself and at last decided on an experiment
with a curved steel instrument that was in many ways like an instrument a
dentist uses for examining teeth, except this one had a blunt end instead of a
sharp one. He said he wanted to feel around on the inside of the rim to see if
he could determine anything that might lead to our discovering its origin.
Once the tip had penetrated the opening, he moved it around and
turned it over in his bad~ shaking hand to apply pressure to what should
have been the inside wall of my head. At the time I could not tell what he
was doing, the back of my head being not at all in a good viewing position
for me. But he told me, and it was several days later I must add, that he
turned the curved instrument around trying to find that inner wall, and had it
at such an angle that the tip of it must surely be protruding from my skull. But

it was not. "Impossible," was all he could mumble. In that instant, his hand
shook so violent~ and he was so taken aback at this abnormal occurrence
that he dropped the instrument while jumping back from what seemed to him
to defy all natural law.
I repeat this now as I came to know it later, for the instant that the instrument left his hand and completely passed through the opening I was wholly
overwhelmed by a staggering experience that is nearly indescribable. It was
not a feeling and seeing in the physical sense, however. In my mind I knew
the instrument and how it came to be. I instantly knew all there was to know
about it and how it ended up in Dr. Franklin's office. I saw the assembly line
and felt the surgical steel being poured into the cast for the handle. I felt it
spinning on the machinery as the tip was installed . I felt it fall from the assembly line into a box with others like it. I felt the confinement as it was boxed
and shipped with others just like it. I felt the motion as it sat in a salesman's
car, knew his name and the day that it was purchased by Dr. Franklin's
receptionist. I saw and felt and knew every man, woman, and child that ever
came in contact with this instrument. All that I felt in that one split second as it
passed my scalp and entered my head. And then the sensation was gone.
He took x-mys to try to locate the instrument inside me, took them of
every square inch on my body from head to toe, to little avail. While he frantically snapped those all-seeing photos, I tried to express the experience I had
just had. It was difficult. It took my breath, left me dizzy but exhilarated. I felt
more alive as that instrument passed through my head than I had ever felt
before . The feeling slow~ slipped away, like some kind of dream, and the
details became fuzzier with every passing moment.
My journal became my record-my memories of the details of every
object that passed through my head, Deb. And there were many. For once
the word got out that you could send something through the back of the
stranger's head and have it leave this Earth as we know it forever, people
came from all over to both witness and participate in the phenomenon. And
the word got out blindingly fast.
I came to learn that the doctor-patient confidentiality tradition is quite a
myth. I'm not blaming Dr. Franklin here, for he told me at the time that he had
told no one in the area about the occurrence and I believe him. He did contact some of his colleagues from his medical school days who were now
solidly grounded in research, but none of them would listen to this obviously
drunken old man whom they had not talked to in years. They all came craw~
ing back when the news of my head came out in the media.
But again I get ahead of myself. With nothing more he could do for me,
Dr. Franklin sent me home with a vial of aspirins and anti-itch powder. I spent
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the next couple of days at home and alone, writing in my journal about my
trip to the town and what had happened so far. I tried to catch every detail,
Deb. Every important moment.
I went back to his office on Monday. I could not keep my hand away
from that place on my head and it seemed to me that the opening was getting larger. While pressing around with his fingers to try to measure the circumference of the opening, his index finger went through, which convinced
us that it had indeed grown larger.
He tried a different experiment that day, which at once both amazed
us and broadened our consciousness with regards to our universe as we
know it. He had a pencil with a length of twine tied around it. He slowly
and shakily eased the pencil through the opening. I remember he told me as
he was doing this that he had not had a drink since our encounter Saturday
and I thought to myself at that time that perhaps there was some good to
this after all.
When the pencil had ful~ penetrated my head, I was again flooded
with its historical background-the beginnings of its existence on the assembly line, its packaging, its shipping. I saw it fall from the notebook of a small
girl as she picked up her books from the table in this very office. I saw his
nurse later pick it up and put it in a holder on his desk. I saw every time he
ever picked it up and every word he ever wrote with it.
When I came out of this exhilarating trance, Dr. Franklin was asking me
to look in the mirror he was holding. He asked if I had just had a similar
experience with this pencil as I had when the instrument went through on my
last visit and I told him that I had. He told me that the twine was marked off
in increments of measured feet and that if I would hold the small mirror, he
would carefully attenuate the pencil further.
He said that the length of line totaled twelve feet-thinking at the time
that was more than enough-but discovering after passing eight of these
increments that perhaps they were not. He also relayed two other startling
facts-the pencil was being drawn in, and the tension on the twine seemed
to become greater as the pencil progressed.
We were nearing the end of the line and he said he was going to see if
he could pull the pencil bock out. But, quite suddenly, its progression ceased.
Dr. Franklin picked up his ear peering device. I could see his face in the mirror, the lines of tension and hesitation on his forehead, the worried look in his
eyes. He took two short, deep breaths and leaned in close to have a look.
Much like the last time he peered inside my head his first words were,
"My God." As he peered into my head, he said that he could see a sidewalk
and the length of white twine stretching down to the pencil which was lying
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there near the curb. After a few moments of silence, which seemed like an
eternity to me as I stared fixedly into my hanc:Wield mirror, he jumped back
and the remaining length of line quickly shot through the opening .
After my elation from the complete length of line passing through was
over, he told me he saw a hand reach down and pick the pencil up. He said
he tried to adjust his viewing angle to follow the upward movement of the
pencil in the hand, and doing so could see cars in the road next to the sidewalk, and stores across the street. On one of these stores was a sign. He said
the line passed completely through at that moment and his view was interrupted. He was not quite sure, but the sign he got a glimpse of appeared to have
been in French.
This all may seem hard to believe, Deb, but upon repetition of the experiment several times with a paper clip and another shorter length of twine, we
learned three very important things concerning what we came to call the portal in my head. One: while an object is in transition from this side to that (like
the length of twine holding the pencil) one may view the other side. Two: that
the other side is not inside my body. Three: that the other side changes with
each transitional passing.
,
Dr. Franklin said he saw urban scenes, rural scenes, and positions and
placements both indescribable and indiscernible to him . He said that at times
he saw no more than open air, other times an object so close to his view
point or moving so quick~ that he could not relate its identity. Much to my
dismay, our questions only led to other questions.
On my way home from this second examination, a woman on the street
stopped me and asked if I was the stranger with that thing in my head. This
was my first knowledge that the town had become aware of my problem. I
had noticed stares on my way into his office that morning and was suspecting such, but this was the first concrete evidence I had obtained.
I told her yes that I was indeed that selfsame stranger and what of it.
She asked me in her contracted dialect if it were true what people said-that
something that went through my head would disappear and never come
back. I told her that I was not sure about the coming back part, but it was
true that whatever went through did no longer remain here.
At first talking to her I felt angry that my personal life was being discussed around town with such abandon, that everyone knew this as common
knowledge so quickly. Then I became enchanted with the idea of a community that was so open and willing to accept this whole idea without questioning
their sanity in the process.
Perhaps my being a stranger made having this personal problem acceptable. For that was what it was very much to them, just the stranger's personal
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problem, as if it were expected for someone, an outsider, who came into this
community to have some dark and mysterious secret that they all would eventual~ find out about. In this way I was both placed apart and embraced by
them-I was unique, an object to be observed from afar. Yet I was also someone for them to gossip about, a genuine oddity, not some curiosity to gape
about on some television show, but right here among them.
She told me there on the street that she was recent~ divorced and asked
how long it took for something to go through. I told her it was instantaneous.
She asked what the biggest thing to go through had been. I told her that I
guessed it was my finger. She asked which one and I held up my index finger to show her.
This conversation seemed as customary to us, as commonplace, as if
we were talking of trading dogs or guns or any other items at the local flea
market. She seemed genuinely concerned and asked if I had any discomfort
during the transference. I told her, which was probably a mistake at the
time, that it was quite the contrary. I deliberately left off the part about the
knowledge of the history of the object and to this day I do not know why I
did so. I doubt if she would have made her next request if I had included
that information.
As I said, she was new~ divorced. She told me she wanted to have
nothing to do with her husbond or his fami~ anymore and asked, oh so
polite~, if it would be too much trouble if she tossed her wedding ring in
there.
My first thought, Deb, was to say no, to tell her that she might want it
back some day and that once it had gone through there would be no way
for her to get it back. I also remember thinking that I should tell her she
should pawn it and then decide later if she really wanted to get rid of it. But I
said none of those things. I freely admit to you here and now, Deb, that I
wanted that ring to go through. I wanted that feeling of exhilaration, of
exhaustive pleasure that I got when something left this reality through my
head. My mouth nearly watered at the idea.
I turned my back to her and told her where to put it and without a word
she did.
I was complete~ and utterly overwhelmed by the emotions and experiences of the ring and the marriage of those two-every nuance of their lives
went shooting through my being. I remember little of it because I lost consciousness, collapsing to the sidewalk in front of the local drug store.
When I came to, I was at home on my couch with Dr. Franklin looking
down at me. He said the woman, the former Mrs. Blackbum, had explained
everything and he figured out what must have happened. He also said that
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the headache I was probably feeling was from the collision with the sidewalk
that occurred following my collapse. What he did not know was the
epiphany of omnipotence and sheer physical pleasure that resulted from that
ring going through.
When word got out that the rumors were true and the former Mrs.
Blackburn had harmed me in some way, the townspeople came to visit me in
droves with gifts of soups and cakes and pies. Each of them brought something else with them as well. Tucked away inside pockets and purses and in
brown paper bags were the objects-the things they wanted to be rid of
more than any other.
Some were very literal-broken watches, a single cufflink or earring, old
dilapidated jewelry. Others were more symbalic--0 lock of hair, patch of
clothing, necklace or chain, or ring given by someone no longer held in high
regard. They each had their offering, they each had their request. None were
denied .
I would elaborate more here, Deb, but these days are a blur to me. The
next couple of weeks I experienced everything every object experienced, and
everything every owner experiences while they had that object. I never
blacked out again like I did over that first ring . I think it was probably a tolerance thing-much like the junkie who throws up the first time he runs morphine through his veins.
I started spouting out what I was feeling and seeing as the object went
through . I became quite the tribal visionary to them. I learned to write while
in the epiphanic trance to keep track of what each object relayed to me for
record's sake as well as to remember it, for the apparitions quick~ faded.
One day while I was updating my shorthand scrawl into my journal, a
news crew knocked on my door. It was a slow day for transitions, as I had
come to call them, so I agreed to let them film the occurrence. I never suspected that a network would pick it up or that it would be broadcast national~
the next day.
There were thirty journalists in my yard the next day, Wednesday 18
October, and nearly double the day after. On Friday of that same week, I
was on the front page of the tabloids, and people were talking about me on
Oprah and Sally Jesse Raphael.
It seems that one of the objects that went through, a bracelet inscribed
"To Peaches," was found three days later near a car wash off Sunset
Boulevard in sunny California. The gentleman who found it, a Mr. Stuart
Ramey, claimed it had fallen out of the sky and hit him near the groin while
he was waiting in line to have his convertible washed. Others before him
had claimed that something they now possessed had fallen from the sky and
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had passed through the unknown void between my head and where it landed. None of it had been documented as true.
But when Stu Ramey went on the Maury Povich show with that bracelet
and seven other people who claimed to hove "objects from the void," as the
press liked to call them, Doi~ Madison Jones who had visited me three days
prior and dropped that necklace through contacted Moury claiming that it
was hers. A week later, she and Stu met on Maury's set and quick~ fell in
love. They married the next day during toping.
The townspeople were enraged that one of their own would run off with
someone of such questionable character and marry so quick~. My head was
quickly denounced by all three local churches as being the way to the devil.
People from the town quit visiting altogether. Fortunately for me, there were
others arriving doily from all over the country. I soy fortunately because I was
becoming quite addicted to these transitions.
Dr. Franklin become more and more concerned for my health and visited
me dai~. He kept telling me to try to return to a normal life, that staying
inside and shoving things in my head was deteriorating my health, and quite
possibly my soul as well. I was angry then, not realizing that of all the people
who were visiting me, he was the one person that knew what he was talking
about. Not just because he was my doctor, Deb. But because he knew a
junkie when he sow one. And his former~ bloodshot eyes were looking at
one when they looked at me.
He wonted to do some more experiments and I agreed as long as things
were passing through. He said he would help me to try to slow down a little.
I resolved to slow down on~ ofter discovering that the opening was getting
larger, and worse-visible.
He said it was just a small block spot and I held the mirror and could
see it. He wonted to try to measure the rim again and was shocked, as well
OS I, to learn that the rim was now larger than a baseball. It was also becoming as insatiable as I in its hunger. It could pull lightweight objects like paper
or clothing in from over two feet away. Dr. Franklin's shirt sleeve was continual~ getting drown in while he was trying to examine the rim. But that was not
the on~ thing drown in that day.
Since the opening was now much larger, Dr. Franklin thought we should
repeat the experiment with the pencil and twine from a few weeks ago. He
wanted to use a device, a telescope-shaped instrument, to look in while the
line held open the doorway. We talked a great deal that day and I noticed
how much healthier he looked since he had stopped drinking, maybe even
lost a little weight over the last few weeks.
The experiment began, much like before with Dr. Franklin holding the
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twine in his right hand and the instrument with his left. As he leaned forward to slide the telescope-device into the opening, the pull from the portal
caused his wedding ring to slip from his ring finger and slide through. He
must have felt it come off for he exclaimed something, dropping the string
and the telescope at the same time and grasping at the ring. The ring,
twine, and telescope all passed through and he thrust his hand in reflexively.
The portal pulled him in up to his armpit, and he groped around in fascination for his ring .
I remember coming out of my ecstasy from three things going through at
once and seeing his face in my mirror. He was looking to the side and his
tongue protruded slightly from his mouth. He looked very much to me like the
young boy trying to get the quarter from the storm drain, stretching to regain
it and finding it just out of reach.
I remember him saying he could feel the telescope, or something like it,
but he could not pick it up. He said he could also feel wood, like steps but
they were on the same level plane. He said he could feel the telescope-like
thing vibrating and that the vibrations were increasing. The last thing I remember directly from that day are his screams and blood splattering in my mirror.
When I came to, someone had placed me on the couch in his office and
removed the doctor. I learned from his receptionist that they had rushed him
to the emergency room, Deb. His arm had been torn from his shoulder, He
died later that night.
I remember some of him today from where his arm went through-bits
and pieces of medical school, the face of his wife of thirty years, the son who
died in Vietnam. But my worst memory is his arm as I see it being pulled from
his body between the train and the railroad tracks where he had so innocently placed it.
That was the last time I intentionally let anything pass through it, Deb.
And let me tell you that the withdrawals were as unpleasant as anything
imaginable. I was in my bed for nearly a week, unable to sleep or eat, shaking from head to toe. On~ Dr. Franklin's nurse Rita visited. People still gathered about with their unwanted commodities, of course, but there were fewer
than before.
Men of science loitered outside as well, still wanting me to commit
myself to their laboratory for experiment, and the rabble of parasitic people
from my past who told all of my former existence-my former life as an
accountant. And of course there was the press, wanting to know how I felt
after final~ killing someone, and how it feels to give up something the rest of
them will never experience. I wonder if they would like to know how it feels
not to be able to look out a window without someone shoving a microphone
in your face.
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I was starting to feel like myse~ again after the week of 29 October. My
appetite had returned and I felt like writing again. I wrote for two days about
my experience coming down and what the withdrawals were like. I wrote a
letter to Dr. Franklin's remaining fami~, a doughier in Pennsylvania, with my
regrets and hope of her forgiveness.
On Tuesday 31 October, on~ a handful of people were lingering. I had
visitors from town that day, and for the first time in more than a week we~
corned someone other than Rita into my home. It was the former Mrs.
Blackburn, who had sent through her wedding ring back on that Monday
when Dr. Franklin first sent the pencil and twine through. Her child Harold
was with her. She brought some soup and we talked for about thirty minutes
before getting around to my head.
We talked about that Monday and the ring and how relieved she was to
be rid of it and how important a role I had played in that. I told her that it
was nice of her to say so and expressed my feelings of guilt and self-pity over
Dr. Franklin's untime~ death. She wanted to know the details of the accident
and I reluctant~ supplied them . Harold joined us at this point and seemed
intent on listening as close~ as possible. She asked if I experienced that same
exaltation from his arm passing through that I had felt with other objects. I
told her I didn't remember much of it because I blacked out. She said that
was probab~ due to the Lord not wanting me to experience death as Dr.
Franklin experienced it and Harold agreed with her.
The discussion took an odd direction as she posed repeated questions of
objects that had gone through, as though she needed a complete listing. It
was only till her last question that I guessed what she was up to. She asked if
anything living had ever gone through.
I told her no and that I had given up the idea of ever letting anything living or dead go through that damnable passage again. This did not dissuade
her and her questions about the possibility persisted . She asked if I thought
Dr. Franklin would still be here today if he had not placed his arm across
those tracks. I told her I thought there was no reason he shouldn't be. She
asked me what I thought would have happened had he gone complete~
through. I told her I thought that a moot point because the good doctor was
too large to pass through the opening, but that if he could have, there was no
reason why he would not have survived had he been able to dodge the
oncoming train.
She asked if a smaller person, a child, say, could in my opinion survive the transference. I again said that was a moot point as I would have
no part in such an outlandish experiment, but hesitantly nodded my belief
that the child would come to no harm depending on where he or she
landed on the other side.
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She said she was glad to hear that, and little Harold, who was quite small and
thin for his age, and who had also managed to sneak around behind my chair while I
rambled on about my theory of whether a human could or could not survive the ordeal,
came running up behind and dove into the portal.
Having not had a "fix" in over two weeks, well, all I can say, Deb, is that it was
exhilarating. I nearly blacked out. I saw everything, every misdeed that little cretin had
ever performed-throwing rocks off overposses, torturing animals, picking fights with
smaller children. I saw him sexually molesting his little sister, and I saw his mother sexual~ molesting him. I saw everything, again I was omnipotent. I also saw the deal she
made with the television network and the plans for the movie about the first person to
go through. I turned to the window and saw the camera filming the whole thing, no
doubt capturing the ecstasy on my face from having that little boy pass through.
I cannot hate him, Deb. Not the way I hate her. Though I am equally responsible
for his death, she is ultimate~ the one who will pay for it. That day I gave my first
interview in weeks and it has since been my last. I told all that I knew and her own
illegal tape recordings of our conversations and the footage from the film crew did as
much to cause her arrest as anything . When they asked me what I saw as the boy
went through, I told exactly what it was. "I just saw water. "
They looked everywhere for Harold, everywhere simultaneously, you could say,
as the network carried everything live. Everybody wanted to be the one to find the
child Harold. Looking for the drowned body of an eight-year-0ld like some morbid
Halloween scavenger hunt!
It has been more than a week now since the loss of Harold . I have had no contact with the outside world-even the press has left me. Most everyone has given up
on finding that boy, and on finding answers to me and my killing head. They seem to
have simply lost interest.
To stop the uncontrolled flow of objects through that damnable black hole, I
now wear a football helmet. The coach at the middle school was kind enough to
lend me one that was too large for any of the team, and it fit me quite nicely.
Much like the Doonesbury character from the comic page of a Sunday paper, I
am never seen without it.
But the portal has been stretched too much, and my head along with it. Without
my helmet I cannot get near any object smaller than an automobile, and I fear the
portal will not be limited to objects of this size much longer. I've already lost chairs,
my night stand with everything on it, and various other odds and ends around the
house. Yesterday morning I woke in a jolt as I hit the floor-feeling and seeing my
bed and linens and pillows and their histories pass before me. I now even wear the
accursed thing to bed.
I fear that it has become utter~ uncontrollable, that the helmet will soon be
unable to contain it and that it will eventually swallow all around me. These thoughts
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are unfathomable to me. I cringe at the very idea that all reality as I know it could
pass through the portal and leave me utterly alone in a universe consisting only of
myself. More importantly, I fear that all records of my head will be lost soon if I do
not get them away from this insatiable gateway. lfthey pass through unattended,
there is no way of knowing where they may be deposited . That is why I reply to you
now. I am passing them to you, for accounting's sake. I am making you their benefactor, the messenger or carrier of my story. Only you can help me, Deb. Everyone must
know what has happened.
Yours always,
Larry
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Sean Nighbert
The Pied Piper
So I haven't been working lotely and that leaves me a whole lot of time
to hang out around the house and watch TV. It's not that I'm lazy or anything, I'm waiting for that perfect job to come along. Like the manager's job
I just got out of. That was a beaut. My friend Dave told me about it. But it
turned out to be a bust. I was supposed to be a full manager at that dump
after six months. That's what Dave said anyway. Anyway all this free time
has let me watch all that stuff on daytime. Talk shows, soaps and the people's court. The stuff of real life. I mean, who could make that stuff up?
I'm sitting on my favorite chair, thinking that it's starting to sag for some
reason-fucked up springs or defective workmanship. I'm sitting here and
this show comes on about kids that use box knives to cut people up. The
host is some mealy-mouthed wimp who's acting startled by all this crap,
even though he's the one who booked these creeps on the show. And the
kids on stage are poster children for mandatory sterilization. One kid,
"Leon," he's on the stage threatening to cut a member of the audience. The
talk show host gets tough and tells the kid to try it. Leon throws his chest out
and says: "I'd do it in a second." God is watching you, Leon. He's watching and making a place for punks like that.
The rest of the kids on stage are showing off for the audience. Like
some gang of trained apes. One of them gets up and shows off the Nazi
tattoo he has on his forearm . And for a minute I think that the blacks up
there will jump him and beat him down for being a Nazi. But they actually
slap skins with him. He keeps on flipping his bangs out of his eyes and I
think, I'd like to take a box cutter and cut his fucking bangs out of his face.
He'd be nothing alone. None of them are. They always attack in gangs.
But the real fun for the punks starts when they bring out the victims. On
the wall screen behind the kids they show one picture after another of people with hundreds of stitches in their faces and arms. The audience is
oohing and oohing like they all want to puke. But the kids on stage smile
when they see the pictures. None of them even shifts in his seat. One of
them looks at the camera and starts to give some kind of hand signal but
they cut to the shot behind stage, where a group of these guys called the
Guardian Avengers is waiting to escort the victims out onto the stage.
I always hated those Guardian guys. They think that they have the right
to boss you when you're on the street. And every time I get drunk up at
Charlotte's they stop me as I'm walking home and act like cops. I've even
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been shaken down by one of those fucks. I got him though. He didn't know
I was so drunk I had pissed myself. His partner had to restrain him when he
pulled his hand away from my crotch.
Anyhow, the Guardians file out in a neat line and take their places
behind the row of punks. The victims walk out slowly, not looking at the
knife-wielding punks. A few of them are already shaking. They interview this
man, not a small guy either, who's shaking and scared to be on-stage. He
looks like me. He says he bumped some punks on the train and this guy
went ballistic. He gave him 183 stitches. Mostly on his arms and chest, but
there's one scar from his forehead to his throat, and he says he's got nightmares from the whole thing. He won't even go out anymore. He says his
whole life is fucked up because of what happened.
Dumb fuck, I'm thinking to myself as I tum the cushion on the chair over
to make it firmer. That's not how I would be. I'd come after the fuck that cut
me. I mean if you cut me you better kill me. 'Cause one day I'll be there,
waiting. I wouldn't wait for the Vengeance Is Mine stuff. Let God have his
vengeance, but I'd have mine, too.
And as the credits roll, I'm thinking what I'd do in a situation like that. I
took some defense classes about ten years ago, but only ever had to use it
once, against my own brother. But I'm thinking about response time and
quickness. I'm thinking about what to do if some guy swings a box knife at
me. I can feel my body tensing up to react, and it feels good. I feel awake.
I'm thinking about all this as I'm walking out the door and down to
Charlotte's, and into the little bar that's only six blocks away from my apartment.
No one's there this early and Charlotte herself is napping behind
the bar.
I startle her as I scoot my stool from under the bar.
"God damn it!" she says, in her slight German accent. "I got to put a
bell on the God damn door. You could have been a robber!"
"Good day to you, too, Charlotte," I say as I take off my winter coot. I
hang it on the peg beside the door and take my seat.
"God damn it!" she says again . "You'll give an old woman a heart
attack like that, Charlie!"
"I'll call the next time before I come. How's business?" I say.
"What can I get you, smart ass? Cheap beer?" she says, and steps to
the cooler muttering something to herself in German.
The news is on the fuzzy television over the bar. The sound is down but
the photos are of covered bodies, and I can tell from the missing street signs
and filthy alleyways that this must be a gang shooting . God is watching, I
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think to myself, but he didn't help those poor bastards. He's watching and
he knows what's up. They're all over the fucking city like rats. One day,
there'll be a pied piper coming through this country to lead all these bastards to death. I am watching the anchor mouth words as she shuffles
through a stack of papers, and the picture screen changes behind her. The
day rolls by me outside the bar.
At sunset I've counted twelve bottles. The room is getting crowded now
and some fat bastard keeps bumping my arm as I try to drink. I'd move, but
who the hell is he to bump me? I can hear his breathing, wet and foul as he
tries to pick up on a woman he doesn't even know. I can hear him sweating
next to me as he reaches for another beer and I give him an elbow in under
his drooping arm .
"God damn," I say. "God damn it, man, get off!"
He looks hurt and wet as he slowly takes the beer and turns back
around. Charlotte gives me the "Time to go" look and I finish my beer and
plod towards the door. The hiccups are here and now I'm feeling pretty
sick. Hopefully the cool walk home will save me from a night in the bathroom .
The walk home is a short one, but I have to walk past a few vacant
buildings . Most of the time I go before dark-avoiding the ghosts that creep
in and out of these places. I even look around for a Guardian. But none are
around so I head down the block alone.
.
About two blocks from the bar someone is following me. I can hear the
echoes of his steps, and the trash he kicks scooting along the sidewalk. I
walk faster; the steps follow me as I do. Each alley and building opens up
to me and more ghosts begin to follow me home. They scat and scuttle like
horseshoe crabs after a piece of rotting meat.
I turn around to see a kid following at about twenty paces. He stops
when he sees me looking at him and checks over his shoulder. He's black,
and wearing one of those leather jackets that cost way too much for a guy
like him. I stare for a minute and he looks over his shoulder again. The kind
they banned from the local high schools as a gang uniform. Then he starts
looking in every direction. I want him to know I see him there, hear his
breathing behind me.
We start to walk again and I hear his steps getting faster and faster.
The fuck is running up behind me and I feel my body stop and brace itself
for him, turning to him, yelling: "God is watching, you fuck! He sees you.
Back off!"
I grab for his coat as he runs past me and swing him into a burned out
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lamp post. I am trying to grab for his collar but my hands are tied up in the
folds of his jacket. He starts squirming all over the place and yelling in a
language I can't understand. His hands are fumbling in his pockets-trying
to get the knife out and I start to throw him from side to side. Whatever's in
his hands flies to the pavement with a dull thud. He starts to scream.
It's when I get a hand around his throat that I see he's not black. He's
Korean, but these kids run in gangs too, and he's the one who's following
me. I give him one or two to the head and he scrambles out of the jacket,
down the street, and into the shadows. But I keep punching the jacket, over
and over until I'm on my knees, sick.
When the air around me clears, a Guardian is standing over me. At
first I can't understand him . Then little by little his words come through.
"Can you give me a description?" he says. He calls some numbers into
the little radio hanging from his bright blue jacket.
I shrug my shoulders. I have puke down the front of my shirt.
"Who jumped you? Was it a gang?" he says. "Looks like you got one
of them ."
"Just one," I say. "Just one guy."
He helps me to my feet and we have to work to pry the jacket loose
from my hand. Both are covered in beer puke. He gets out his light and
looks into my eyes to make sure I don't have a concussion.
"What happened?" he asks, as we walk to my building. He stops and
picks something up from the sidewalk.
I shrug a reply and shake my head .
"Is this yours?" he says as he hands me a wallet. I figure the punk
dropped it as he ran to his homies. I figure I'm entitled and take it from the
Guardian. It's probably stolen .
"This kid came up behind me. He was going to-" I say. "He was
after me."
"Well, he got his," he says before taking the coat and putting it into
one of the garbage cans in front of my building. "Looks like you can take
care of yourself. But don't be afraid to call one of us."
"I won't. Thanks for ... " I say. ''Thanks."
My apartment is cold and damp, and I strip off my wet clothes in the
dark. Before I get into the shower to wash the puke off I kneel on the cool
tiles of the bathroom floor and pray for the first time in months.
God is watching. He has to be watching .
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